Sustainable Collection Services (SCS) and GreenGlass allow single libraries and library groups to explore and visualize their collection in the context of the collective collection, quickly model deselection and print management scenarios, and generate custom reports and lists to support weeding and other collection management activities.

- **Brief topical SCS and GreenGlass tutorials**
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  This guide houses tutorials that cover brief topics about Sustainable Collection Services and GreenGlass.

- **Group features in GreenGlass**
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  This guide houses tutorials about group features in Sustainable Collection Services and GreenGlass.

- **Individual Library Features in GreenGlass**
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  This guide houses tutorials about individual library features in Sustainable Collection Services and GreenGlass.

- **Preparing for a GreenGlass project**
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  This guide houses tutorials about preparing for a GreenGlass project.

- **SCS GreenGlass full playlist**
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  This guide houses all Sustainable Collection Services and GreenGlass tutorials.